Electron microscopy of DNA.helicase-I complexes in the act of strand separation.
Electron microscopy was used to characterize the DNA-unwinding reaction catalysed by Escherichia coli DNA helicase I. Linear DNA with 5'-protruding strands as well as single-stranded gaps was incubated, under unwinding assay conditions, with the helicase. E. coli single-stranded-DNA-binding protein (SSB) was added to order the denatured DNA. Up to 70% of the sites of SSB-complexed DNA were observed as forks. The position of the strand-separating enzyme was indicated by a gap in the complex between fork and SSB on that arm which initially provided the binding site. The complex between DNA and helicase varied in length although in all cases it was long enough to comprise several helicase I molecules. A mutant helicase I (helicase I del29) which, unlike the wild-type enzyme, fails to show cooperative DNA-binding behaviour was found to prevent an abnormally short stretch of DNA near the fork from binding SSB. Apparently, one or very few helicase molecules would be sufficient for the opening of a DNA duplex although, typically, the fork is shifted by a tract of helicase I molecules. SSB displaces helicase I from single-stranded DNA but fails to do so from a fork or a single-strand/double-strand junction. The difference is consistent with the observation that SSB does not inhibit the unwinding reaction despite its rapid association with the separated strands. Helicase I unwinds in the 5'-3' direction of the bound strand. Observations so far indicate that the enzyme exploits the single strand at the initial DNA-binding site for orienting its action, and not the complementary, completely base-paired strand.